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Can you find the hidden 
pieces from the LEGO 
models shown on these 
two pages? 

The LEGO characters 
practice holiday customs 
from around the world. 
In some places, children 
break a pifiata filled with 
presents. Sheri 
Wyatt West blind folded 
Nova Hunter, Thresher and 
Dr. Cyber. Then he gave 
each one a stick and a spin 
and aimed them at the 
pifiata. On his turn Nova 
Hunter broke the pifiata 
‘open and presents flew 
all over the place. 
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> This is Brick Phillips. 

four terrific time-traveling tales. 
First up. Would you eat kelp 
burgers and plankton pizza for 
the holidays?... 
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\ One day I was playing with 
SS LEGO Club - my Aquazone LEGO sets, 
= member, and the Flying Time Vessel 

appeared from nowhere. 
Dr. s California did, 

David s 
We put on our 

oxygen tanks, fins, and 
masks and headed 
underwater to the Aquazone. 

There I saw the most incredible thing: 
Aquanauts and Aquasharks were 
decorating a huge underwater tree 
together, Jock Clouseau, in his Crystal 
xplorer Sub, and Thresher, in his Deep 
a Predator, used the grabber arms on 
their ships to put electric eel lights, coral 
‘ornaments and spinning starfish on the 
tree. At the top went a shining 
hydrolator crystal. 

After decorating, Jock said, 
“Plankton pizza and kelp 

|) burgers for everybody. 



Pi. A iter discovering an 
& old mine, LEGO 

Club member Billy 
“the Kid” Wagner of 
‘Texas claims he 
helped time trayelers 
dig gold, This is his 
incredible story. 

by Brian Phelps of 
Wisconsin, Brandon 

‘khardt in Utah, and 
icky Lozano in 

while rock climbing, I noticed 
aft. The next thing I knew I 

s inside an old abandoned mine 
that looked just like my Bandit’s 
Hideout LEGO set. Flatfoot 
‘Thompson and Dewey Cheatum were 
planning to rob Gold City Junction 
Bank. Flatfoot handed me the dyna- 

mite brick and said, 
Come on, stranger, 

ee | we've got a bank to 
= «| rob!” Where was I? 

ay Was this a dream? I 
didn’t want to rob the 
Bank. I was so scared 

that I ran right out of the mine, 
st outside the gold mine, I saw Dr. Cyber 
nding by the Flying Time Vessel (FTV) 

‘digging for gold. “Can you take me home, 
Dr. Cyber?” Fasked, “Sure, Billy 
first, how about loading some gold onto the 
FTV, This old bandit’s mine has the best 
gold for making holiday ornaments and 
bows.” We loaded the ship with gold, and 
Dr. Cyber flew me home. 

Iwas walking along 
ach and spotted the 

Flying Time Vessel. I climbed 
on board and grabbed a 
pirate hat. All of a sudden, I 
fell onto a pirate ship..the Red 
Beard Runner. Just then, I 

overheard Red Beard tell Tattoo 
McGoo, Those Islanders will never 
find their presents on Skull Islan 
‘Then there was a BOOM! A 
cannonball from the Armada Flagship 
broke the mast on the Red Beard 
Runner and the mast was falling 
towards me. I dove overboard and 
swam as fast as T could to the Flagshi 
‘The Admiral himself helped me aboard. 
“Red Beard hid the presents on Skull 
Island,” I exclaimed. 
‘Thanks to the speedy Armada Flagship, 
we got to Skull Island and delivered the 
presents to the Islanders, long before 
Captain Red Beard and his crew, 



Would you be surprised if ‘One Winter 
some kids told you they wentg F morning, I was 
to outer space for the playing with my 
holidays? We were. This 7 Explorien 

‘ Starship when 
members Q q the starship grew 
Oklahoma and William \ 5 bigger and 
Lanoie of Texas coming up 5 bigger-until it was i 

larger than my 
house. Then, 
Nova Hunter 
stepped out and 

Base.” Ina flash I was at the Android, 
Base, It was so cool! I saw other 
Exploriens, Ann Droid and even Dr. 
Cyber. 
“You're just in time for the holidays, 
said Ann Droid. “But first, you need to 
find your present.” Ann gave me an 
Explorien decoder and I decoded the clues 
to find my present. It was a 17-Legged 
Saturn spider! Then, Nova Hunter took 
me home, and my dad made me keep my 
spider in the garage, 

\, Brick Phillips with a late breaking news flash. Giant LEGO ga 
B@ Itcanfly PC TECHNIC guys detected. Two Exploriens found the 

LE, through 
if time. 

Thank-you for joining us on 
this special edition of Inside 
LEGO Mania. This is Brick 
Phillips saying good-bye and 
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Use pieces from your own LEGO ¢ 
collection to build this cool Aqua 

pieces you need to build the Aqua 
Explorer can be found in #6175 
Crystal Expl 
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patrol for crystal- 
snatching 

1 OE. 
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>t GIANT 2 x 3 feet size gives your LEGO® creations . 
space to explore. 

> 2 in One LEGO Floor Puzzles are twice the fun! Bs 
Side 1: LEGO Space Play Surface eat De 
Side 2: LEGO SYSTEM Space Scene ee 

>t BURN RUBBER AT THE RACE TRACK! LEGO Race Puzzle also available. 

TELL YyouR BRoTHERS AND SISTERS ABouT 
These ZREAT LEGO vuzzies! E 

DUPLO® Surprizzles™ LEGO® FreeStyle™ 

Flip puzzle pieces for surprise images Create-a-Puzzle™ 
Every puzzle piece connects 
to every other DUPLO® Switchables™ 

Select puzzle pieces can be replaced 
with your DUPLO blocks and figures 

Look for LEGO Puzzles in the puzzle section at Toys ‘R’ Us*, Kmart, Mejers, FAO Schwara*, Zany Brainy’, 
Hills, Caldor, ShopKo, Koh’, Bradlees and other stores near you or call 1-800-447-2151 ext. 247. 

*Thete stores cary the 2 in One lor Pussles 
att se ats fh LED Gp Hr wh il prion O16 ECD Crag DONO, DMD 
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A, #6175 Crystal Explorer Sub 
8. #6280 Armata Flagship 
C. #6493 Flying Time Vessel 

D. #6982 Explorien Starship 


